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The International Science Olympiad is an international intellectual olympic in which students, aging under 20
and who have not entered university, compete using their creative problem solving skills in the field of science.
Many nations participate in the Olympiad with great interest, for this competition is a global youth science contest
which is also used to measure national basic science levels. However in Korea, benefits for Olympiad participants
were reduced because issues were risen that the Olympiad could intensify private education. This resulted in
a continuous decrease in the number of applicants, bringing national competitiveness deterioration to concern.
Therefore in this study, we identified the problems by analyzing the actual conditions of Olympiad participants’
private education, and sought support plans to activate Olympiad participation. For this use, we conducted a survey
of 367 summer school and winter school acceptees in 9 branches. 68.9% of the students were preparing for the
Olympiad by private education, and the highest percentage answered that their private education expenses were an
average of 3∼5 million won. Olympiad preparation took up 30∼50% of all private education, showing that private
education greatly influences the preparing processes for the Olympiad. Meanwhile the participants perceived that
in order to reduce Olympiad-related private education, the following should be implemented priority: supply
of free high-quality on-line education materials, and easy access to Olympiad related information. It was also
suggested that the most effective and needed education methods were school olympiad preparation classes, on-line
education expansion, and special lectures and mentoring from olympiad-experienced senior representatives.
Additionally, as methods to activate Olympiad participation, it was thought that award records should be allowed
to be used in college applications by enabling award records into student records and special admission programs
for olympiad participants.
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